
 
 

February 23, 2017 

Lodging Information 
 

Please note, you are responsible for making your own hotel and airline reservations. Lodging prices 
and details are provided below. 
 
All meetings will be held at the Krystal Grand Reforma Uno. The address is Paseo de la Reforma 1, Col. 
Tabacalera, 06030 Mexico City.  The phone number is + (5255) 50 63 10 00.  The airport is 30 minutes to 
one hour away, depending on traffic.  The hotel is walking distance to many of Mexico City’s tourist 
attractions. 
 
The Krystal Grand Reforma Uno is holding a limited number of lodging rooms at reduced prices.   Rooms 
do sell out at the Krystal Grand Reforma and most hotels in the Reforma area. We recommend 
booking your room now to ensure a reduced rate and lodging at the conference hotel.  Lower priced 
hotels within walking distance to the Krystal Grand Reforma are listed on page two. 
 
The lodging prices listed below are per night and include breakfast and WIFI.  Taxes not included.  Room 
descriptions are available on the hotel website.  These special reduced rates until May 6 or rooms sell 
out: 
 

 Standard Deluxe Single room US $125  One breakfast included 

 Standard Deluxe Double room US $140  Two breakfasts included 

 Altitude Room *   US $185  Two breakfasts included 

 Junior Suite    US $230  One breakfast included 
* Please see Altitude Room benefits on page two.   
 
You must provide the hotel with your flight information to arrange for shuttle service. 
 
You may reserve your lodging in one of two ways - Use this code to get our reduced rate -“STPF 2017”: 
 
Online through Krystal Grand Reforma’s website - Recommended: 
 
Click on this link to reserve your lodging at the Krystal Grand Reforma Uno with the SPTF conference 
rate.   
 
Phone:  
You may call the phone numbers below to reserve lodging over the phone. Give them special code “SPTF 
2017” to get the 2017 SPTF Annual Meeting’s reduced rate. The reservations receptionist will ask for 
your contact and credit card information to reserve your room for you.   
 
From Mexico: (55) 5128 5000 
From USA: 1-877-597-8815  
Rest of the world: 5255 5128 5000   
 
If you have a question you may call the phone numbers above or email reservas1.reforma1@krystal-
hotels.com.  Our hotel Reservations Manager is Alicia Contreras.    
 
  

https://bookings.ihotelier.com/Krystal-Grand-Reforma-Uno-Mexico-City/bookings.jsp?groupID=1765368&hotelID=96442
mailto:reservas1.reforma1@krystal-hotels.com
mailto:reservas1.reforma1@krystal-hotels.com
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Altitude Rooms at the Krystal Grand Reforma Uno 

The “Altitude” is an exclusive specialty of the Krystal Grand Reforma Uno.  Guests who stay at an 

Altitude Room receive these services and benefits:  personalized check-in on the 12th floor, option for 

buffet breakfast on the 12th floor, use of the private lounge located on the 12th floor, 25% discount at 

the Eternity Spa, and one hour meeting space included for up to eight people.  More benefits are listed 

on the hotel’s website.   Altitude rooms are the only rooms with refrigerators.  

Lower priced lodging within walking distance of the Krystal Grand Reforma Uno:   

The SPTF team highly recommends lodging in the conference hotel.  We list these hotels below as 

options for a significantly lower rate within three blocks of the conference hotel.  The SPTF cannot 

confirm the quality of these lodgings but you may check for online reviews. 

Hotel Reforma Avenue, three blocks from conference hotel (average $35/night).  Address:  Calle Donato 

Guerra No. 24, 06600 Distrito Federal.  Phone:  1-866-299-0098 or +525555666488  

Hotel Plaza Revolución, three blocks from conference hotel (average $50/night).  Address:  Jesús Terán 

35 Colonia Tabacalera Mexico City DF.  Phone: 1-866-599-6674 

 


